MAIN ARENA 2

13:30 – 15:00  Symposium: From clinical evidence to clinical practice – new concepts for EVAR and TEVAR
   supported with an unrestricted educational grant by Medtronic
   CHAIRMAN: Eric Verhoeven
   MODERATOR: Jean Marc Pernes
   Marc van Sambeek
   Frans Moll
   Christoph Nienaber
   Matt Thompson
   Giovanni Torsello

14:38 – 14:46  Optimizing TEVAR outcomes – applying MOTHER registry to clinical practice
   Matt Thompson

14:46 – 14:54  Valiant Captiva – personal experience and 1 year registry results
   Giovanni Torsello

14:54 – 15:00  Discussion and conclusion by the chairman

14:30 – 14:38  Rethinking TEVAR for dissection – new insights from INSTEAD
   Christoph Nienaber

13:59 – 14:30  Live case transmission from Münster

13:35 – 13:43  Influence of gender on EVAR outcomes with new low profile device
   Marc van Sambeek

13:43 – 13:51  Reappraisal of EVAR and the hostile neck
   Frans Moll

   Hence Verhagen

13:30 – 13:35  Introduction by the chairman

---

We are asking all faculty members to strictly respect the given time limits.